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ELECTRONIC  STILL  CAMERA 
PROCESSING AND MOSAICKING 

THE DEEP SUBMERGENCE LABORATORY/DEEP SUBMERGENCE GROUP 

PIPELINE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1990, The Deep Submergence Laboratory and Deep Submergence Group of the 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution have been collecting large quantities of digital 
imagery and creating digital photomosaics of the sea floor. Initially, the digital image 
collection, processing, and mosaicking processes were all highly specialized "one of a 
kind" efforts. Over the past decade, this process has been refined, standardized, and 
made into a robust "pipeline." The collection, processing, and mosaicking can be reliably 
carried out on a routine basis. Deep Submergence Group personnel perform collection, 
processing and archiving, while science party users can be trained in mosaicking. This 
report will describe the pipeline, yielding insight into the evolution and purposes of each 
step. 

Development of imaging and mosaicking efforts continues at the Deep Submergence 
Laboratory. The current mosaicking research thrust includes two main components, 
automation and quantification. The automation effort is attempting to make the process 
of mosaicking less consuming of manpower. The quantification effort is attempting to 
turn our mosaic products from being non-scaled non-metric pictures to accurate 
quantifiable representations of the sea floor (Singh, et al, 1998). This report will not 
describe those research efforts; instead it will concentrate on describing the results of the 
past ten years of development of the processing and manual mosaicking systems. 

It is expected that the cameras, processing systems, and mosaicking tools will all 
continue to evolve as new imaging and computing systems become available. This report 
presents the state of the processing pipeline in late-1999- 

The processing and mosaicking pipeline that will be described has been effectively 
used with data from both the Argo II and Jason vehicles, as well as with data from the 
U.S. Navy's NR-1 research submarine.   With minor modification, it has also been used to 
mosaic video snapshots from the Autonomous Benthic Explorer, or ABE (Yoerger, et al, 
1999). 



2. ELECTRONIC STILL CAMERA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING 

The mosaicking process can utilize a wide variety of formats of digital imagery from 
virtually any source. However, the primary sensor used during most Deep Submergence 
Group operations has been the Marine Imaging Systems (now Imetrix) Model 9100 
Electronic Still Camera (ESC). It has been mounted on Argo II, a towed high altitude 
imaging platform, and on Jason, a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV). (Ballard, 1993). 
The ESC has also been used on the Alvin manned submersible. A similar camera system 
is used on NR-1, and has been used on other Navy deep submergence assets. 

2.1 THE CAMERA SYSTEM 

The first electronic still camera for underwater use was developed at the Deep 
Submergence Laboratory in the late 1980's (Harris, et al). The camera system was updated 
and commercialized by Marine Imaging Systems, Inc., and has been used extensively by 
the Deep Submergence Laboratory since 1989- 

Figure 1 shows the ESC mounted on Jason in a down looking configuration. The 
camera has been mounted on both Argo and Jason in a variety of ways, including 
forward, down, and obliquely, in successful efforts to optimize imaging geometry. 
Lighting is provided by 2 300 watt second strobes on Jason and 4 600 watt second strobes 
on Argo. 

Electronic 
Still Camera 

Figure 1: ESC mounted on Jason 

The camera has a dynamic range of 14 bits, which allows recording of 16384 separate 
gray shades. In practice, this dynamic range is rarely seen in individual images, but 
allows the camera to function well under a wide variety of lighting conditions. The 
camera spatial resolution is 584x376 pixels. 

The ESC is a fully digital device, which uses a high speed RS-422 telemetry system 
(run over fiber optics) to send camera data to a topside deck box.   Figures 2 and 3 show 



the front and back of the deck box, which is used for camera control and data display and 
recording. Upon receipt of the image data, the deckbox writes the raw data to exabyte 
tape, performs a global histogram equalization and conversion to eight bits, and produces 
a video resolution representation of the image. This video output is an input to the video 
routing system in the Argo/Jason control van, and can be displayed in multiple locations 
in the van and elsewhere on the ship. 

Figure 2 Front of ESC Deck Box 

Figure 3 Back of ESC Deck Box 

2.2 COLLECTION 

Before beginning an electronic still camera survey, the system clock on the deck box 
is manually set to the time base being used in the control van. The clock is allowed to 
free-run after that point. During extended operations (more than a week) the clock is 
frequently reset to minimize drift. 

In normal practice, the camera is run in fully automatic mode, and is set to expose 
and record imagery as quickly as possible. This is approximately one image every 13 
seconds if data is being recorded to exabyte 8mm tape. Each image is approximately 0.5 
megabytes in size. Exabyte tapes are normally replaced every four hours (approximately 
1000 images), at the normal watch change. (Changing a tape forces a several minute gap 
in data recording while the tape rewinds and retensions.) Note that at full recording rates, 
each exabyte tape could theoretically hold sixteen hours worth of image data. However, 
prudence dictates minimizing the amount of data recorded to a single piece of fragile 



media, and the watch change makes an easy reminder to change the ESC tape. Naturally, 
if a key section of the sea floor is being imaged at the normal tape change time, the tape 
is not changed until the vehicle moves out of the area. 

Data has been collected in a variety of operational patterns. The most success has 
been obtained when performing a dedicated ESC survey, optimizing vehicle motion to 
obtain high quality imagery suitable for mosaicking. See (Kelley, et al, 1999) for an 
example. However, the camera is usually run in automatic mode, and recording is rarely 
turned off while the sea floor is visible. "Incidentally" collected imagery has proven useful 
on many occasions. 

2.3 PROCESSING 

The current ESC processing system is based upon a pair of Sun workstations. 
However, the processing system has also been ported to Linux, and should work under 
any Unix-based operating system equipped with an exabyte tape drive and sufficient disk 
space. Figure 4 shows the processing system that has been placed in a flight case for easy 
deployment. 

Figure 4   ESC Processing System 



Before cruise data processing begins, a system of data directories is set up, matching 
the following structure: 

h ist_e q 
holds histogram 
equalized data 

tapeOOn 
o n e f o r e a oh ta p e 

raw 
holds raw data 

normalize 
holds normalized 

data 

The data processor begins the processing stream by inserting the new tape into an 
exabyte drive and typing "process_esc   tape_name", where tapejname   is an arbitrary 
unique designator for the tape.   It usually follows a "one-up" increasing format, such as 
tapeOOl, tape002, etc, but can be any ASCII string.  A new directory named after the tape 
is set up in the previously described structure.   It is then time to read data off of the tape 
which requires an understanding of its format. 

2.3.1.      TAPE FORMAT 

The deck box writes the image data onto the tape in a series of files. Each file 
contains fifty images, or less if it is the last file on the tape. A file marker is written onto 
the tape between each block of fifty images. 

Each image is prepared in a custom ".mis" format, which is documented in Appendix 
A.   512 binary zeroes are written to tape, and then the image file is written in a Unix tar 
format.   This structure requires following a relatively unwieldy procedure when reading 
the tape.   Note that code (Unix scripts and C code) for the processing steps described are 
available from the authors upon request. 

2.3.2.     EXTRACTION OF THE DATA FROM THE TAPE 

First, the files of fifty images are read from the tape and concatenated into a single 
large file, named tapenamessw. This file is read by successively stepping through it one 
image at a time, skipping the blocks of binary zeroes. The resulting blocks of data are 
passed through the "tar" command and the resulting file (which has a name of the 
structure imxxxxx, where xxxxx is a successively increasing number starting at zero) 
extracted. Since the successive file names are identical on each tape, they are changed to 
reflect the time of imaging. An ASCII date-time string is extracted from each image, and a 



new file name created.   The file name includes all of the information necessary to keep 
each image separate from any other, and matches the following pattern: 

ESC.YYMMDD_HHMMSS.IMNUM.mis 

where YY is the last two digits of the year, MM is the month, DD is the day of the month, 
HH is the hour, following a 24 hour system, MM is the minute, and SS is the second. 
IMNUM is the sequential order of the image on the tape, mis indicates that this is a 
Marine Imaging Systems format file. This same file name pattern is followed throughout 
the processing, with different format type suffixes indicating different stages of processing 
and image formats. 

A new image time file is also created, matching the image name and its time.  This file 
will be used later to produce files of image name merged with position and attitude.  Note 
that if the time in the deckbox is erroneous, it is   not written into the image header and the 
times file (and all subsequent products) will be incorrectly created. 

When this processing step is completed normally, the result is a directory called "raw" 
which is filled with all of the images which were found on the tape. tapename.rzw is 
removed. If a tape error occurs while reading a block of fifty images, it is possible to 
rewind the tape, skip forward the number of files necessary to bypass the error, and 
restart the extraction and processing with a new tape number. After the completion of the 
processing scheme, the two directories (one before and one after the error) are put 
together manually. 

2.3.3.      IMAGE NORMALIZATION 

The raw images are in the .mis format file described in Reference A. Very few 
commercially available and supported desktop applications are able to read these format 
files in any simple way. This is due to both their custom format and to the fact that they 
contain sixteen bit data. (It was stated earlier that the MIS ESC produces fourteen bit data. 
However, the data is padded with zeroes to sixteen bits before storage, making the 
storage format slightly less compact but far easier to read on a computer.). Furthermore, 
the raw format files are still somewhat "contaminated" with artifacts caused by chip 
manufacturing techniques and by other flaws in the chip. A single piece of software is 
used at this step in the pipeline to solve several problems at once: 

• Conversion of 16 to 8 bits, making use of the data easy in off the shelf software 

• Correction for systematic patterns in image exposure 

• Conversion to a standard image format. 

The straightforward way to convert sixteen bits to eight is to re-map the histogram of 
the sixteen bit data so that it falls into 256 (eight-bit) values. However, two potentially 
important steps are missed if this practice is followed. 

All CCD chips have flaws that show up as artifacts on the image. In particular, the 
chip used in the MIS camera was fabricated in a two-stage process, and the chip appears 
to have two distinct left/right halves. Figure 5 shows what is called a bias image. It 
represents what the chip reports as data with no exposure to light, and is frequently called 



a dark-current image (Newberry, 1995). The two-half effect can be clearly seen. Also 
seen is a distinct vertical striping, which is related to the manner in which the charge is 
read out of the CCD. The majority of these effects are removed by subtracting a bias 
image from each raw image before further processing. (Note that the gray scale ranges of 
the bias image shown if Figure 5 have been stretched so as to make them visible for this 
report. The actual image, if shown unchanged, would appear almost uniformly black due 
to the very low pixel values recorded in bias images.) 

';.■ ■• :..■■ !■■■•:<■:• -vi 5:*:■<?•< 

Figure 5: ESC Bias Image 

Flat fielding is an essential step in calibrating a raw CCD image. It is necessary 
because a given intensity of light does not product an identical response in every pixel of 
a CCD array (Chromey, 1996). Variations occur due to sensitivity differences among 
pixels and the unique characteristics of the optical path (among other causes). The 
unwanted variations are removed by dividing a raw image by the flat field frame. The flat 
field is obtained by exposing the CCD chip to a range of gray light fields, and picking the 
one that most closely matches the exposures obtained by the images being adjusted. 

These two processes are combined in a step called normalization. The output is an 
eight-bit Sun raster file that accurately represents the scene imaged by the camera, having 
very little artifacts induced by the camera. The normalized images are distinguished by a 
suffix of ".rf" (a customary file suffix for a Sun raster file). They are maintained in a 
directory called "normalize. 

After the normalized files are created, the raw .mis files are compressed using the 
standard Unix compress command.  Compressed files are indicated by a ".Z" suffix. 
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Figure 6 shows a normalized ESC image from the 1997 Derbyshire Survey (Howland, 1999a). 

Figure 6 Normalized ESC image 

2.3.4.     HISTOGRAM SPECIFICATION 

The next step in ESC processing is adaptive histogram specification. Underwater 
imagery is usually characterized by uneven illumination. Shadows can be quite useful in 
interpretation, since they reveal differences in height and aspect. Illumination falloff, 
however, shows only the physics of light propagation in the water: the farther light 
travels, the more it is attenuated and lost. Furthermore, the uneven illumination causes 
mottled mosaics, and detracts greatly from a finished mosaic product. The eyes tend to 
be drawn to the imperfections and apparent edges caused by illumination differences, 
rather than freely viewing the entire mosaic. A processing step that manipulates the gray 
scale values in an image to produce apparently even illumination is invaluable in adding 
both interpretation and mosaicking. 

WHOI has been using adaptive histogram equalization, and its cousin, adaptive 
histogram specification for many years to successfully meet this need. Basically, each 
image is divided into contiguous small blocks of pixels. The histogram of each block is 
then calculated and either equalized or passed through the transfer function of the desired 
distribution. Then for each pixel of the input image, a weighted average of the transferred 
histograms of the surrounding blocks is calculated, and a new pixel value computed 
(Pizer et al, 1987). 
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Underwater surveys typically collect many thousands of images. It is entirely 
impractical to individually process each image, so a batch method of processing is used 
during histogram specification. Parameters are based upon DSL experience and upon imagery 
collected during the first several thousand ESC images; these parameters are then used to 
process the entire data set. 

Custom software written at the Deep Submergence Laboratory was used for this 
processing step. The code is an adaptation of software that appeared in Graphics Gems IV 
(Heckbert, et al, 1994), a compendium of algorithms and techniques. The adaptations deal 
primarily with use of histogram specification vice equalization, and with various I/O 
parameters. The output of the processing is either an eight-bit sun raster file or an eight-bit 
tiff file, depending upon whether the new or old version of the code is being used. There is 
little difference in the new versus the old code other than output format. 

Figure 7 shows the previously normalized image after adaptive histogram specification. 

 ... &-    _ -     -J, J   '.'_•».».   iJ. 

Figure 7 Image After Adaptive Histogram Specification 

2.3.5.     IMAGE GEOLOCATION 

Imager geolocation is possible if time synchronization of image collection and vehicle 
navigation and attitude data is maintained. In the earliest stages of data extraction from 
the tape, it was mentioned that a file of image times was created. Once navigation and 
attitude are processed for a particular day or lowering, these data are interpolated into the 
image times file to produce records of vehicle position and attitude at the time of imaging. 
These records can be used to produce image coverage maps like Figure 8, and are 
exported into geo-analysis software such as Visual and the GeoBrowser (see Section 3 
and (Lerner and Maffei, 2000)). 

12 



Figure 8 Portion of Image Coverage Chart in the Visual Program. 
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3. IMAGE ARCHIVING AND PRESENTATION 

The results of each of the processing steps just described are useful in different 
tasks. The raw .mis images would be useful in doing any photometric studies, such as 
those detailed in (VanDover, et al, 1994). Additionally, they should be saved in any case 
since they are an unprocessed backup of the original data. 

The normalized images are a quite useful representation of the sea floor, since 
they retain all of the shadowing and lighting falloff effects that many observers have 
grown accustomed to in underwater image analysis. Any efforts that attempt to derive 
shape from shading or from shadowing should use the normalized images. They have 
also been successfully used for mosaicking when lighting conditions were satisfactory and 
altitudes were quite low. 

The histogram-specified imagery is probably best for detailed examination of the 
entire image, for scientific study, and for most mosaicking. Geometry specific intensity 
variations and lighting falloff are minimized, and some observability into shadows is 
apparent. 

Since all of the image types are potentially useful, all are archived. 

3-1 IMAGE ARCHIVING 

As an ESC survey progresses, tapes are processed and data is written to a user- 
accessible Network File System (NFS) Unix directory. As the number of tapes processed 
increases and disk space becomes limited, collections of raw imagery tapes (usually five at 
a time) are written (using a tar format) to exabyte tapes. These archive tar tapes contain 
the raw, the normalized, and the histogram-specified imagery. Two copies are made of 
each tape, one for the Science party and one for the WHOI archive. The raw and 
normalized images are then removed. The histogram specified imagery is typically copied 
to a Windows NT system for use in mosaicking, and eventually removed altogether. The 
imagery on the Windows NT system is usually backed up to either Jaz disks or to CD-RW 
disks. 

A variety of means are used to make the data available to the Science Party during a 
cruise.    Typically, the scientists are given free read access to the imagery once it is 
processed.   On certain cruises, more elaborate methods of data access, typically using 
WWW browsers have been implemented.   For examples, see (Fornari, 1996) and (Lerner 
1998). 

14 



4. DIGITAL MOSAICKING 

The technical challenges, geometric and otherwise, to successful mosaicking of 
underwater imagery are detailed in (Howland et al, 1999), which also describes the effort 
to develop mosaicking capabilities at the Deep Submergence Laboratory. A variety of 
commercial off the shelf software packages can be used for digital mosaicking on standard 
PC hardware once the images to be mosaicked have been processed and selected. 
Several of these packages have been evaluated at DSL, and we are currently using IRAS C 
from Intergraph (www.intergraph.com). Use of IRAS C requires a Microstation license 
from Bentley, Inc (www.bentley.com). GCP-Works from PCI (www.pci.on.ca) has also 
been evaluated and used in successful mosaicking efforts. We have experienced some 
success at combining a commercial automated mosaicking package (VideoBrush 
Photographer, www.videobrush.com) with IRAS-C. 

Mosaicking using IRAS-C requires a Windows NT workstation with access to the ESC 
imagery. Typically, the image data is transferred to the NT workstation using an FTP 
client. Experiments with Windows NT Network File System (NFS) implementations have 
been made, but have not been found to be robust to the idiosyncrasies of shipboard 
networks. As the Deep Submergence Group processing system moves to Linux, it is 
expected that Samba will be evaluated in an attempt to minimize manual file transfers. 

In typical DSG operations, the science party performs mosaicking, with assistance and 
training from DSG personnel. 

4.1 IMAGE SELECTION 

A variety of techniques have been used for image selection. On major mosaicking 
efforts, such as that performed during the 1994 TAG cruise (Sulanowska, et al, 1996) or 
the 1997 Derbyshire survey (Howland, 1999), the Visual system (Lerner, 1999) was used to 
provide spatial access to image information. (The images had first to be geolocated, as 
described in Section 3-2.5) A search capability in the 4D GeoBrowser (Lerner and Maffei, 
2000) was also used in the Derbyshire effort. However, for most mosaicking efforts, a 
shareware thumbnail browser (Thumbs Plus, www.cerious.com) is used for access to the 
imagery. It allows rapid playthrough of the image data, as well as customizable pagesize 
views of images in a Windows file system. Figure 9 shows a screen shot of a Thumbs 
window, in this case being used with data from the M.V. Derbyshire Survey (Howland, 
1999a). 

15 
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Figure 9: Thumbs Plus Screen 

4.2 IMAGE REGISTRATION 

In the IRAS software system, images are registered to each other and to an existing 
mosaic) using a variety of warps, including helmert, affine, projective, finite element, and 
high-order polynomials. Helmert (a single scale change and a rotation) and affine (scale 
changes in two directions, plus a rotation) are most often used. Figure 10 shows an 
image registration screen layout in use with data from the 1994 TAG survey (Kleinrock, et 
al, 1996). 

Note that no image warp is inherently superior to any other.   They are all physically 
unrealistic; all that can be hoped for using this methodology of mosaicking is a decent 
approximation and minimal distortion.   In practice, several warps are tested, and the one 
that yields the best visual fit and the minimum RMS residual after a least squares fit is most 
frequently used. 

After the new image is registered, it is placed into the target image or mosaic using the 
IRAS mosaic tool. Choices are made as to which image is placed "on top" of the other 
and a cut-line is selected. 

16 
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Figure 10 I_RAS C Registration Screen 

4.3 CUT-LINE SELECTION 

Image cutlines, the digital equivalent of the film edge in manual hardcopy mosaicking, 
are traced using manual point input. Blending can be performed across these cutlines to 
minimize visible edges. In practice, the most success at avoiding edges is found by 
tracing cutlines along the natural edges in the image scene, such as rock outcrops or 
bottom texture changes.  Figure 11 shows a cutline being traced in this way. 

Earlier versions of DSL mosaicking software used an alpha matte "air-brush" instead of 
a cut-line.    This approach is probably superior, producing more seamless mosaics. 
Numerous automated systems exist for automated seam generation in mosaics (   e.g., Shiren 
et al, 1989). 

17 
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Figure 11: I_RAS C Cut-Line Selection 

4.4 MOSAIC DEVELOPMENT 

After each image is added to the new mosaic, a variety of partial products are 
removed from the workspace and the growing mosaic is saved. It is usually saved in a 
TIFF format, and given a name which reflects both the subject matter and the level of the 
work completed to data—for example, a mosaic of a hydrothermal vent made of images 
1027 through 1034 might be called ventl027-1034.tif. Successive saving of partial mosaics 
allows retracing of steps. It is frequently necessary to abandon mosaics in progress, 
regressing to earlier steps and choosing new candidate images for input since distortions 
can grow quite rapidly. 

In this manner, it is possible to create large mosaics, in almost a "production-line" 
method. For example, during the 1997 Derbyshire survey, over 60 mosaics were made 
on-board and over 130 delivered eventually (Howland, 1999a, 1999b). Figure 12 is an 
example from the Derbyshire survey (DETR, 1998). 



Figure 12 Mosaic of Wing Tank, Derbyshire Survey. 

4.5 MOSAICKING STRATEGIES 

As (Howland, et al, 1999) describes, unavoidable geometric distortions can severely 
limit the development of large mosaics, particularly over complex terrain or objects. 
However, several strategies have proven useful in minimizing the distortion and 
producing large relatively undistorted mosaics. 

4.5.1.     SEMI-CONTROLLED MOSAICS 

In aerial photogrammetry, the production of controlled mosaics, in which imagery is 
actually registered to terrain or to base maps using ground control points is common. In 
oceanography, of course, ground control points are virtually unknown. However, 
navigation data can be used to partially "control" mosaics which would otherwise be 
grossly distorted by the inaccuracies in tie-point warped mosaics.   The principle method 
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used to semi-control a mosaic is to pre-place images into a base map based upon their 
navigation and attitude (principally heading) data. Other images are then warped to these 
"control" images. Error growth throughout the basemap is thus controlled and 
approximate distances can be scaled linearly from the mosaic. 

This capability was fully implemented in early versions of custom mosaic software 
developed at DSL. However, when the decision was made to shift to off-the shelf 
software for the tie-point warping and blending step of the mosaicking process, semi- 
controlling mosaics, although possible, became much more difficult, and has rarely been 
used. 

4.5.2.     STRIP AND PATCH BASED MOSAICKING 

Small areas can generally be mosaicked without excessive distortion using the tie 
point warping methodology described. They have also been created using the 
commercial automated mosaicking software. If the areas covered using these techniques 
grow too large, however (where the meaning of "too large" is entirely dependent upon 
the scale of the imagery, the controllability of the vehicle carrying the camera, the nature 
of the terrain, and the skill of the mosaicker), development of a single mosaic must stop, 
and another must be started. If small patches or strips developed in this way overlap, 
they can be mosaicked together, producing a satisfactory result. 

4.6 THE USES OF MOSAICS 

Among the greatest difficulties faced by the developers of the mosaicking techniques 
at DSL has been limiting the expectations and applications of over-zealous mosaic users. 
Our current mosaicking techniques do not produce a scaleable map. We cannot produce 
mosaics of unlimited size, not even given unlimited time. The geometric distortions 
inherent in making a two dimensional projection of a three-dimensional world using a 
multitude of small, virtually independent two-dimensional projections of that world are a 
fundamental limitation of our current approach. No degree of automation will allow tie- 
point based image warping to produce geometrically accurate maps. 

Mosaics are useful for obtaining a gestalt view of an underwater scene. They have 
been useful in marine geology, archaeology, biology, and forensics. Figure 13 shows the 
use of a mosaic of an archaeological site in change monitoring. The two mosaics show 
the site before and after recovery of artifacts by the Jason vehicle (reference here). Figure 
14 is a geological mosaic from the 1996 Lucky Strike survey (Fornari, 1996). In (Scheirer 
et al, in press), this mosaic was used to ground-truth side-scan sonar data. 

Errata: The reference for the Artifact recovery figure 
is: "In Press, Ballard, R.D., A.M. McCann, D.R. 
Yoerger, L.W. Whitcomb, DA. Mindell, J. Oleson, H. 
Singh, B. Foley, J. Adams, D. Piechota, and C. 
Giangrande; The Discovery of Ancient History in the 
Deep Sea Using Advanced Deep Submergence 
Technology; Deep Sea Research I." 
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Figure 13 Archaeological Site Before and After Artifact Recovery 

Figure 14: Geological Mosaic from Lucky Strike Area 

Mosaics must, however, be used with caution by users who understand their 
fundamentally physics based limitations. They are best used in combination with the 
original image data, which can be analyzed using stereo photogrammetric techniques or 
in conjunction with vehicle navigation data and other sensor parameters to produce 
precise mensuration. Figure 15 shows a screen from the Visual software package (Lerner, 
1999) which allows access to the original data from within a controlled mosaic. 
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Figure 15: Use of Visual with mosaics and original data. 

Ongoing efforts at the Deep Submergence Laboratory and elsewhere may eventually 
reduce or eliminate these strictures on the use of mosaics by allowing full use of sea- 
floor shape information in the mosaic. This shape information will come either from 
acoustic surveys or from the imagery itself, using overlapping data in stereo-based 
photogrammetric techniques. 
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5. THE FUTURE OF THE IMAGING PIPELINE 

We have described a pipeline that excels at handling images produced in a particular 
way: collected and recorded using a particular camera and tape media, in a particular 
format. We fully anticipate that changes in our image collection and storage mechanisms 
will change the pipeline. In particular, we hope to develop an acquisition system that 
allows real-time access to digital image data over a shipboard network. This will allow 
implementation of parallelism in processing and distribution, greatly streamlining the 
pipeline and real-time access to the data. However, the basic approach of batch 
processing of imagery to support mosaicking will probably remain part of our system, 
albeit with more ready access to raw or normalized data for individually adaptive 
processing in unusual circumstances. We will continue to maintain a pipeline straight 
through to archiving, since although ready access to partial products will be important 
during oceanographic cruises, safeguarding and bringing home the original data will 
always remain a priority. 

We intend to implement network-based access similar to that described in Section 3 
on a routine basis in DSG operations. 
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7. APPENDIX A: MIS DATA FORMATS 

The following scans of the Manual pages describe the .mis format used for the 
Marquest Model 8100/9100 camera system: 

El«6-CE0ste Still €*msj» 
S&SJMSSI&I Isag« File ?ojrmss Spscifleati»» 

Marine XjBiSgitijj Syste»,  Ins, 
4 Saelaws Lasi4iisg E4 
f&s»$mt, Hi   02559 

(501) 364-512! 

foil« Bata:  p«e 1,  198S, rhs 
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1, 1$; t'S^Kltt£ % £ Ott 

This -docase'Bt ■»ill <fesc iib« <ih®    i;^3ä eß sterass formst öf ch« Mo Aäi 8180 
liestroal« Still Cmmv& {ESC > &r all « qaiäßsial Syp« a» Ä«. 8*<yie «s 
«is &«l.y safji>srt§4 «SU  ih* « srcliiv & 5I4SS gt*e.&mi*ii| ic^& tofcv * (abet, t m 
Kby tes/££|i«) «id tl -i« Exabyte EXS- S200 tape driw  (about 2 ■ 2 ■ Jbjt.es/ tase)« 

I£   is   ^:S£^Si?-d that  t!» tissfsr of Eh« ESC IssiSgts h&s «ccsss & to- & ?}«1K typ* 
«es« pyrstr,  sias« si" ,   iäMg&S   3 rs  ra && »d -»'rittan  Irs th# " fclsi £t«SB*S d "tat 
(far caps srtMver s  f orssac. ÜSW! Ilaix c asputars have a tape £tti>*& 

c-ö'igpatüle vith th> s Archiv» tap* ■iXfrdt. 

2. Kstractiörs of Imag© E 

F« els« «««red 8100 ! SC &< uiesped «irh as Mshiv« sc» m&» *vs? ? 8» 
dri -FS,   tapes- *M « jitten lit QIC-2 4  f 0 rms t »itfe t erdete «a a 0.25 I i*E:h   tspe . 
Tap @s are  trypicall ? 5C-60ÖÄ or £€ -SOCJJLL tap«  (60Ö foot )   for about SO llby "g3 

©£ &J8&S&&   S C£jtäli£© . 

F« «tr«-!«!»,  the Usix «»«and an a SHK 3 tys» ««rkscatiön is: 

tsr  »xwtf /4ev/rs£.a 

The  *\/&&x*/T2t&"   is rsqulrad,   silica  th«  "fiars»!*  SüS  tap« davise  Is 
s/(|«v/rss*:,  wfeish is a QlC-ll format fevics. 

The first ijgsge sa the tape is 3«»d ^iasoSJOO**,  «ad iMge »s»sl»sts sixiply 
iiisreäEsnt «swards.     Note  that for tfa« «allar CCB arrays   (less  that 
&OOx«-00) f «ads isage  is roughly 1/2 Sitgabfte. 

All Ä8M»~iiil 4«Tia«  ch&r MIS Sitpgarss will *sfl»r» Co  £hi§  i*age 
«urshering eösvesttiars,  sad all sMaäotiäsl devices will b«  la "tar* faraAt, 

This «"ties will ässssribe ehe  iaam fsnaats  after  tlsey *r«  axtratts4 
frsffi taj«.    Detail«  öf *ts"*  fars«?s «an b«  foartia  is «sst Ofeis 
dc>c;^issrit5:r ^ öfi, 

Tr;.®  l^s^^ h^ss' s  1024 Isvt® Bssdst sisstribxriE t^hs ccTstsnts  or  tb:fö li^i^^s, 
follssüfea by tb*  j,«*s?«  itsslf,   fe-Xlöw^xä by ssro uasidiaE as dascribsd in tas 
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3.1 fili lists 

Bus  to rästsrietioM;  in ths  ESC Msfslay «si taeertlBg «alt 
CspecificallT,  the rsf«ir«ä»Bt that ehe ESC «i»»js kmp tt>« sap« jssrrearaing), 
the mxtta&mä £11«  sigftS n.» limited to Ä« Söl«tl»ßs sf she allowing 

(fils_sise_io_bytä!S * 512)  % 40-36 ■» ö 

Ths "%" «mxesXM't t» a "sod«!.«,«* «fierÄSst,    Taas,  ths «srtaccsä fils sizes 
^111   ^XWssYSI   b<& .    if*   b;V~.6S, 

£40«  - 512 - 3SB4),   (8192 -  512 - 7680),   ... 

MBZ& cls«s «he», writing iwsg*s to tass ta plug issro the SBC Blspi&y and 
Eecurdisig Suit,   ths file sizes KüST follow this esiwmittlte:  sissply s«£9 p«<l 
this iisspts ts sh© eaExtss siss.    Sec« chat siaes fil« sitsjj «& länit*;;! ta 
Ü» thai» Rii»b*r «f feytet,  t!» i.m«ge siss will be,  for «xwjspl».,  3314 bytes 
«isas  tha  IS2& byt* keassr, 

3.2 Jäs&gss I«*d*r fctm&t. 

Ts* attached  "€:"  h«s«lsr file  shows  the  format of the  1S24 byte header, 
The sttsieiurs is zero p&däsd for a total  leagth rf' 1024 bytes.    All ifttftgtrt; 
«r« 4 hys« loag,  zh» «rs &ig&L£L&s&z b?%% 8|>£««risig fir«"; In She £11«, 

The  "timti.h"  include fil-e that appears In the k&aA&x tatl-ade ill« is a 
UslM. teaadird 1ISC1M4» fil* shae dissetibes ehe scruccoz» «f eh« si«© ät»r«s! 
1B tl%s* leap te«»i«r,  «use i« a€t«sh«i also,    S«& «w stisadÄrs! Xinix 
dscaäsest^tisB  far  « sxasjt desertptlaR sf th»  tis«  structure,   ZLVA the 
routines f«r cs-nvertijig this structure: tatcs strings,  etc. 

To«  B
WK.,W ws,«!*  GMcrifee  the  origin sad size  of  "he  ar«s OB the CC3 

chip  tö S*sd Ö&8,     These parade: tsrs  &ts  in display es«r dijiar.es,     Sse  the 
««Stiffs «Msla;*?  -grs easrdlsMM  sysceiäiS. 

The  "ämüLzi"   is  the  decijsätiöT» fsctsr,   säich.   i-n ggrseral,   is r«XeTSTs~ 
orii_y  -~T2 >z^zsi z&s   ;*ns~  ita"e  iXSM^sS'Si i^äitSvtOtaJi i-H2*-*H£§tri  <_rjÄ  ss^uers ns^ic,  snö   ^^ts 
surfss« Bispiiy srsd Hscordiisg Unit  ^BRB},  and as c£ the  Cits at this 
osaSitsKS, has set bssti used,    "dsscls*  Is ®S5STitt&lly ths  ts sst v.) 

csiBsta head tc the surfacs DEI!,    IöEä that thi« is dlffe"«a" zh&n "l>tatäiTig"» 
siTsG© binding  sst^allT st^hbirjas pi^i«ls  ^ri th^  C€ls sihl]?.     If  *:^ät^i?s*   i^ 
gfaasst  shaP. 1,   sh©  iaag«  siza  is  reduced by   fds2J!S*d©eiK) . 

i^s-    &s,r*    &«*"^j^^tfeir zZ%?i\,%i..%&Ki t^:»^^>' viiS- »w stjxp ^ivts^iitis *^.tvv^t  *s s^w 
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ist ehe -*, «®A j directions,  is a feastis« öf ri» CGI» ahip that ce»lsiaes 
pixels  tat© larger 8«»gr«f*dxel«i,   fetas. seducing the iaag« .siae by (feisÄin) , 
fetir. iücrgiÄsirtg sejjsleiviey by tim sssie factor.    3-söt all CCD chip« s\ä|»öX"t 
Mrmirtg,    Xkis parsaetitr is v«H«$ snly if it is greater äwa I, 

T« "gade" parameter indicates fee*«*1 Ö« £»a|« w« :g»»(*sr«md.,     In "suts" 
mads,   the insags was  s  taken £tl the tsSOTäl  "reprats"  second repetitions r«#, 
In the "msnaal" mode,   the  iasge was  takes oa coasraaad.     As of ths  date  s£ 
this «siting.,  sais p*tra»«ssr ig «tvays sst to zero. 

The  "ccdtype" parameter is h©*»  ar whsse thft  iÄägss »as gSEiSxatsd fro™;, 
It* can  &e siae a£ the. chip  types  shftwa its  the iaagj» header  itseltai« £1.1«,   sad 
öclitrs will ie  add®**  «  different chips  b«co*ae aval lab 1*.     löte  Chat  vest 
ilägts tfe«s tsrs er« are«! during power up ssqueftcsäS,  etc.     «Is» *"6 a 
^eeecyfi«8,    IT&is »«.resets" can bs «sid e« LMtex « ?.*bl« yi-ildiag the ecu 
array sis«, and shs ar«ter iß «ivieh sh« CCS sea.»« t»s iss&ge «ut. 

*pMsits" will be 12 or 14,  which is Eli® maber of slgtsif$,***»" bits in 
each pixel» 

"ff!if** «id "flipy*. vM-sft isre derived frora As tryps of CCD chip »II 
whether the iaage sust be »irrc*r«d about 5S. afid/et y to 4tsp4«j* Ö» itsag*. 
Ses  the  sscfiion below on -esardinA'StS  «jSr«M, 

If "feffiirt" «d  8h»axs  «re feoth rerss,  BO histogram iiifstsstieti  is 
isssludsd ia £ba h«sA«r.    Otherwise,  tessc  is ale«y*s gr^at«? sh«i lässin, 

tht^ *"«;rd*ts** parameter is discussed bslsv in the coordinate, syseftta 
section. 

All othmt f.&sms«zsss are «self «tsl&iMtsry,    Strings are slsray-s 
Citusiastftid **ls» a »»11  {0} byt*. 

3,3    Is»« Bar* 

Isjags data is «...wsys orgsaises as la: sit Sisary piMAis,  vis» si» »«it 
sigslficsrit: bits set  to seres if th«y ste  rsot us««L    The a*srC .sigai£i*i««t 

3, &    Oo^r^ii+^rß S^st8tg.*s 

There are  tva baisie csordir.&t* systems that the *ss« of the i^sge  dar* 
:E4IS£ whdMtBt&mi b«£ors uslag SE iaag« Aüz&,    Äft display i*.eeidli*3sit'ä;'*i are 
haw tlit  istäÄf* will  ass^ar 0» tae  vidaa   far  £5i-h*r display ä«vit*e).     The 
ejrigis  (0,9)  sf r»e  displsy co«rdijiacs  system is always It» tba ypp*r  left 
hand carrier of th« screen. 
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The CCD g&lp «oordlnate system a»sc likely will t»t waSs'h ehe the 
■ilsfiay csosgita&tei system,  da« to Ehe physical structurs «ad- «rlsntafciöm af 
Ö» CCD.    For eMstpi*!,   tfet Tboffipäs«] TH7BS2 CCB chip has it's arigim « si» 
aip*3«r rigte hand corner, »id «ads oaS the pixels £tom ts» to fees*:©}* (ctAam 
ardsr), rath« than faster ertar,    To fyrttwr s«®lle«M saattsrs,   si» ISC 
MS can rotate er mirror the image bsfor« staring It to emim «ppHesätiöns, 
In ««y GOSH, the  "erdter*,  *fltms and "flipy" parameters slway« indie*« htm 
th& iaag« s'SRsaily sppe&rs la t!» £11«, 

the following t*bl© shsvs haw the im&sra 4&fc& jausK b* B»3.i.mlatesd to 
le«i ißto a öispigy dirri« ta insurs that the istsge i« sest. Ml:rtM«d or 
ro'tstad far display,   bases e«  tfa«  iMstMSton in the  iasis heaesr, 

1ABLÄ I,    i«ags» sfrsr&g® 8»v, Cslesn Or&ftrisg 

Farassääster 
«ist     flipst      Clipy Bsage Sa&r*gs» Order 

so: rijot 9             0              Q Cöl by Col»  rap so bs>is:t£sa:,   l#£s 
®              Ö               1 Cel by Cot,  bottom to t<sp.(   lift  es right 
0              1               0 Cßl by Sal,  top to boctos,   tipic tss I«£s 
:^                *                 1 Col by Cöl s  bö tt&ts  t&  top,   tight  t£  left 
i             0              Ö isv by R.m?„ left ta rigfts,   t»f> t© bettoss 
*              0              1 Rsw by Row.  I«£s to right,  battem to top 
110 Sow by Row,  rigÄt to  left,   tsf  Co bottoms 
111 &ö*f by Sow,   right to  l«£t,  betEöüt to top 

Ifeta tsat « CCS chip thgt jr»q%ir#s ä tnittar about th« T 
j«: be dsii^area lr. any ISC, sia«s this ess b« aeMaispIished h? 
«sssesta heaä ISO d«rtt«s„ 
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/* Keffer fll« for storage of isages en tats« and disk */ 

/* l«te« B, Squires */ 
/* Marine tagging Systems.   Jtjo, */ 

®ifed«f    TIME 
#iaclads *ci».,fe* 
SMf&dif 
#dfefl'B« COL O'RJ'BE Ö        /* for filling In "ax&^x" part of heatier */ 
#ee£i« EO^OSsS 1 
#«t©£liMs tE"IStOJ* 1        /* s-ursesc revision «f 1J«»4«3: stuff */ 
Udells« 1MB.SS 12.     /* length «£ hsaa« readable tiss« */ 
#d&£iß« COMHEffil.18 256    /* lsng;th Q£ cement field    */ 
#defijS6 3EE&3SJZE ICZ» /*  siM  öf linage header */ 

«dsiflt» 114§4§ ö /* chip typ.es,  3 $4 x 391,  TSSM Instrtsssents 
»dafiiie TH7$S2    1 /* 5?S x. 31-4, Thc-tssigsm   */ 
#da£i»s XC21S      % /'* 1024x1024,  Texas  XtsstrwsamtJS    */ 
#d®£in« SIFIBEIIS^JMAöE 3    /* k eo&put«r sack it up */ 

/* iss^e swä4*r */ 
struct T_ih | 

las «&; /* wIsdaM frS'lgi» x&y */ 
■. * 

in t vt? ;; /* ha i fii"  sad «isiths *,/ 

lat ä«eis* /* deelas-lgis fiW5©r */ 
liar Mm /* binning fasts?- */ 
*.n>- *&p2Ti4w& ( /     TU™< r^t£,.   zxi seconds **/' 
iisv espsss; /* 8iS|X»uriS  itegth,   in msec */' 
ist ftcds;: /* surface  TOdte   (suco,  pix or. tomm-and,   stc)  */ 
int scdtyps * /* r*fp-is of s-td chip  */ 
tos «swas; /* i*sage saiärsr    */ 
t»~ pixbits: /* ntjnfcer of Mts/ptxtl [12 or 14) */ 
Irre  flits: /*  1 *• must ffiirrer  g,r<5««4 X  Ms display */ 
ist flifj; /* i - aust mirror ar©is5 y ts> dlgfils*? */ 
int nrds:; /^* til&tw&tfwSS ssin */ 
ist lasax-; /* histssgrss JS«K */ 
1st lamix; /* namber ©f »ix&l« hiseaetajaised */ 
*nt &i *irucNs : /'^ s.itirud&    «/ 
ist fft^isleft: /♦ r*visian cad*  e.f  Ima«;« »««ils« */ 
int sräftr; /* «•«« dtfinss «bsve for vala«s    */ 

ek&z brri»e [flKELSIs] ;:    /* hu2sa:ri s^sdablt cisafe */ 
char egss^nr; f CS£M!!sILE1? s;     /*  coaasa^ */ 
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/* I&slis&s file far tism stuff */ 
/* |(#)eia«.h                1,1 2/S/li _                                                             */ 
/* Eater? E, Squire *                                                            */ 
/* Maria« lagging System,  lac, *<r 

#i£»faC TIME 
define TIKE 

»tcwt tm  I 
int S3* s«s; 
ilt'E ta min;; 
i«t ts hour; 
tut tasjaday; 
int ta jaeiS;;: 
ins- S« T«ar; 
las is «day; 

*•***■ 

«sera street cm *gB>tiai3(}i *localfciias0£ 
extern char *stlj8e(},  *ssctig«(); 

«Ee-rs lö»:g idaaesEsne; 
«xtarn 1st dayligbE; 
txtstn cb*r *tz*iMt« |}; 

#«iadi£ 

Fas* 
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